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Objective

Education

Seeking to further develop my art education 
experience in order to make a positive impact 
on students’ learning and well-being.

Art Education, Master of (M.A.E.)
Currently Enrolled | 4.00 GPA
Virginia Commonwealth University Richmond, VA 

Communication Design BFA /  
Honors Minor May 2020 | 3.93 GPA 
Texas State University San Marcos, TX

  

202.246.7653  cel
jazminebe15@gmail.com

  jazzybdesigns.com        
Jazmine M. Beatty
Artist/Researcher/Teacher

TEACHING EXPEREINCE

Secondary Student Teaching
Tomahawk Creek Middle & JR Tucker High | SBTE: 
Ms. Ashley Klimek & Ms. Melvina Roane
Fall  2022 | Chesterfield, VA & Henrico, VA
Experience designing and delivering art curriculum to 
6-8 and 9-12 grade students over a period of 8 weeks.

Elementary Student Teaching
Echo Lake Elementary | SBTE: Ms. Merle James
Fall  2022 | Henrico, VA
Experience designing and delivering art curriculum to 
K-5th grade students over a period of 7 weeks.

VisArts Teacher 
Spring 2022-Summer 2022
Richmond, VA
Developing and teaching art classes for youth ages 9-11 
and 12-14 at the VisArts Center. 

Secondary Practicum
Midlothean High School | SBTE: Ms. Nina Good
Spring 2022 | Midlothian, VA
Experience designing and delivering curriculum to high 
school students for studio and computer art. 

Elementary Practicum
Woodville Elementary | SBTE: Ms. Kim Jones
Fall 2021 | Richmond, VA
Experience designing and delivering curriculum to a 2nd 
grade art class. 

Art 180 Teaching Artist
Summer 2020-2021 | Richmond, VA
Developing and teaching art classes at Art 180 non-prof-
it for elementary, middle, and high school students. 

ArtSpace Teacher
Spring 2018 | San Marcos, TX
Creating and teahing weekly art lessons to students at 

the alternative high school, Phoenix Learning Center.

Affiliations

National Art Education Association  

Virginia Art Education Association

Certification

State of Virginia 
173 Praxis Score | Feb. 2022

Honors

2022 Kenan Trust Charitable Scholarship

Virginia Commonewealth University 2022 Black 
History in the Making Award 

Virginia Commonewealth University Graduate 
Assistantship (2020 – 2021, Spring 2022)

Silver Metals in Graphis New Talent Annual 
2019 Design Competition



VCU Graduate Teaching Assistant
Fall 2020-Spring 2021
Helping undergrad students in an art course by 
answering questions, proving feedback, and facilitating 
conversation, as well as grading work. 

VCU Graduate Research Assitant
Fall 2021
Responsible for conducting literature searches, writing 
theory overviews, assitsting with data collection, and 
maintaining data collection files for education research. 

ACLU Grassroots Event Organizer
Summer 2020-Spring 2021
Developing, planning, and hosting bi-weeekly ACLU 
PeoplePower discussion groups via Zoom about social 
justice, promoting awareness, advocacy, and action. 

Undergraduate Thesis Project
Spring 2020 | San Marcos, TX
Conducting a virtual Fine and Performing Arts event 
for adolescents, allowing them to explore and expand 
possibilities in art related fields. 

PROFESSIONAL REFERENCES

Dr. Yi Wen Wei
Assistant Professor 
Department of Art Education
Virginia Commonwealth University
Address Available Upon Request

202-813-9931
weiy2@vcu.edu

Ms. Caitlin Black 
Doctoral Candidate  
Department of Art Education
Virginia Commonwealth University
Address Available Upon Request

(804) 828-7154
blackcm@vcu.edu 

Tesni Stephen
Education Manager
The Visual Arts Center of Richmond
1812 West Main Street, 
Richmond, VA 23220

(804) 353-0094
tstephen@visarts.org 

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

Adding Voices Conference Presenter  
Fall 2022
Selected to present curricular development ideas at art 
education conference for BIPOC artists and eductors 
of the global majority. 

NAEA Conference Presenter
Spring 2022 & 2023
Selected to present curricular development ideas at 
the National Art Education Association Conference. 

VAEA Conference Presenter
Fall 2021 & 2022
Selected to present curricular development ideas at the 
Virgina Art Education Association Conference.  

SXSW Innovation Lab
Spring 2020
Selected to showcase class research from UX-UI de-
velopment of Designing Mobile Apps for Inclusion and 
Mobility.

RELATED EXPERIENCES



My Teaching Philosophy 

 

What does it mean to be free? Free to question, free to explore, free to imagine, free to 

create… I think it starts with being in community with our students. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 

imagined a “beloved community”, conceptualizing a world where people would bond on the basis 

of shared humanness. By bonding with our students, walls of resistance start to fall, and doors of 

opportunity begin to open. Through art engagement, those developed bonds work to create 

meaningful experiences which can serve as our most powerful tool to communicate with one 

another, raise awareness about issues, and progress society. I want students to feel seen, heard, 

and free. I want to create freeing, enjoyable learning spaces that relate to my students’ interests 

and experiences.  The art classroom can serve as an access point to creating these “beloved 

community” learning spaces. The key components I plan to integrate in my art classroom are 

collaboration, validation, and multiculturalism.  

 

Historically, most art that students learn about has been focused on individual self-expression; 

however, art can also be influential from a collaborative standpoint. Teaching my students 

collaborative skills will help them understand different perspectives, generate group solutions and 

build relationships; skills students can take beyond the classroom into the wider community. 

Moreover, incorporating students’ various lived experiences into the classroom celebrates their 

identities, nurturing their brilliance and unique assets which can equip students with tools to 

transform themselves and society. Centering multicultural education lends itself well to the 

multitude of identities and experiences students bring with them into the classroom. It decenters 

whiteness from the core of curriculum content and prepares students from all backgrounds to be 



better community members and understand how multicultural issues shape the social, political, 

economic, and cultural fabric of society.  

 

As a Black educator, I can help my students deconstruct dominant narratives of White- European 

experiences in art and use counter-narratives to center non-White artists and art practices, 

connecting students with diverse cultures. One effective and authentic way to do this is by 

incorporating community engagement projects into my multicultural curriculum creating a 

“beloved community” within my learning environment. I think there must be collective acceptance 

and understanding of the unique and diverse cultural strengths that each community member 

brings with them. By supporting one another in a “beloved community”, my students and I will 

grow closer in understanding and connectivity, consider each other's needs, and make a collective 

effort to create and reimagine learning spaces where we will be free to simultaneously teach and 

learn; creating art that can improve the world around us. 



LEND A
HELPING

HAND

KG & 1st Grade



LEND A
HELPING HAND
(Four 40-minute sessions)

Subject: First grade and kindergarten
students will create clay hand molds
as a way of exploring their hopes and
dreams for the world through creative
expression. The creative process of
making/mold clay with their hands
symbolizes the power we have as
people/humans to mold our world
into a better one.

Big Idea: Hopes for the World
● Key Concepts: Connection;

Kindness; Peace & Love
● Essential Questions: What does it

mean to be kind? How do you
show kindness to others?

Objective  / Learner Outcomes

Students will better understand the
role they each can play in making the
world a better place.



DAY 1
Showing Kindness
(40 minutes)

Hook– 5 minutes
Interactive “game”/role play- “fall on
the floor”and ask for a helping hand
as an intro into how we show kindness
to others/ lend a “helping hand. In
Spanish “be kind” is “se amble.” Can
you say “amable”? Who can think of
other ways you can help people?

Instructional strategies-10 minutes
● Introduce the project
● Gather on the carpet to learn

about types of lines via
The Lines Song | Art Song…

● Gather around table for demo-
Intro to clay (Arcilla)

Student independent practice/activity-
15 minutes
Students will be asked to return to their
seats and trace their hands first on
paper, then on a clay slab. Students will
be instructed to raise their hand to

notify the teacher when the paper
tracing task is complete; allowing the
teacher to assess task accomplishment
and provide feedback as needed before
instructing students to proceed with
tracing their hands on the clay slab.

Checking for understanding/Closure-
5 minutes
Teacher will assess student
understanding of the helping hands
project” by asking “Can anyone tell me
one way they can lend a helping hand
to someone else?” Teacher will collect
paper and clay tracings and supervise
class clean up. Teacher will inform
students they will begin painting their
hands in the next lesson

DAY 2
Painting Helping Hands
(40 minutes)

Hook- 5 minutes
Recap project and that we’re painting

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DQEVllmeWH4


today?
Gather on carpet watch brush video

Young Sloppy Brush

Instructional strategies- 10 minutes
Gather around the table to
demonstrate how to paint clay hand
(*mano de Arcilla*)
● Do you remember what clay is?
● The clay was cooked in a kiln?

(Anyone remember what that
is?) We have to be careful, it is
fragile.

● Brush use (*Careful- Con
cuidado*)

Student independent practice/activity-
15 minutes
Back to seats to paint (*pintar*)
Teacher will play classical background
music during the session to stimulate
student creativity and encourage
calmness

Checking for understanding/Closure –
5 minutes
Teacher will ask students “Do you
remember what it means to lend a
helping hand?” Discuss ways people
showed kindness in class; ask for
other examples(?) (*Be kind- Se
amable*)

Day 3
Good Citizenship
(40 minutes)

Hook: - 15 minutes
Gather on carpet to read What Can a
Citizen Do?
● Tying in the act of lending a

helping hand into something a
citizen can do

● Ask them for examples from
the book  and of things they’ve
done

Instructional strategies- 5 minutes
Demo of coloring badge (dos/ don’ts)
We’re going to design our own global

https://youtu.be/zouHX3DMj1c


citizen badges
● K- think about line
● 1st- think about pattern

 
Student independent practice/activity-
15 minutes
Teacher will ask students to return to
their seats then she will pass out
pre-cut paper badges (on cardstock
paper) Students will begin designing
their citizen badges.

Checking for understanding/Closure –
5 minutes
Can you tell your teacher about your
global citizen badges? What does that
mean?



Day 4
Helping Hands Scrolls
(40 Minutes)

Hook -5 minutes
Teacher will ask “Do you remember
what we made with clay? Do you
remember what it means to lend a
helping hand? Can anyone raise their
hand and tell me one way they’ve lent a
helping hand to someone today?”

Instructional strategies- 5 minutes
Making scrolls to go with your hand so that
when you take your hand home to your
family, they can learn about what you made
and what it means
● Written[/drawn] statements on front

“My helping hand is for…”

Student independent practice/activity-
15 minutes
Teacher will pass on scroll paper.
Students will create scrolls that reflect
on what it means to lend a helping
hand. Teacher will monitor students
work closely, walking around the
classroom to guide them; helping with
statement development, word spelling,
and decorating as needed.

Checking for understanding/Closure –
15 minutes
● Teacher will engage students in

a game about types of lines
using promethean board.

● Discuss ways people showed
kindness in class; ask for other
examples(?) Remember to be kind,
se amable.



COLLABORATIVE 
ARTMAKING 
FOR A CAUSE

5th Grade



COLLABORATIVE
ARTMAKING
FOR A CAUSE
(Four 40-minute sessions)

Subject: Fifth grade students will
create mini posters as part of a larger
collaborative project to demonstrate
their ability to engage with and
understand themselves, each other,
and their local community through
exposure to the the Richmond, VA
Mending Walls mural project.

Objectives / Expected Learner
Outcomes

● Work together collaboratively to
determine social issues they
want to address

● Create individual hanging
poster displays that reflect
students’ developed ideology to
engage the larger community.

http://www.mendingwallsrva.com


DAY 1
Introduction to Community
(40 minutes)

Hook- 5 min

Teacher will engage students in a
c-o-m-m-u-n-i-t-y spelling scrabble
game to introduce the topics of
community and collaboration in order to
stimulate discussion on how students
can contribute together to community
upliftment through art.

Instructional strategies-10 min
Teacher will discuss with students a
collaborative poster project on social
justice issues and the gelli  printmaking
technique they will use to make a
background for their poster.

● Demo on how to use tempera
paint and Gelli printing plates to
create textures and layers of
color on cardstock paper

Student independent activity- 20 min
Students will use Gelli plates and
tempera paint to create a design on
cardstock paper

Checking for understanding/Closure-
5 min
Teacher will assess student
understanding of the concept
“community” by asking:”Can anyone
give an example of how we were in
community with each other today?
Teacher will collect art and supervise
class clean up.

DAY 2
Mending Walls and Posters to Raise
Our Voices
(40 minutes)

Hook- 10 min
● Teacher will ask “Who

remembers what art we are
making? Who can tell our
classmates who weren’t here
last class?



● Intro activity reflection on
“Silence isn’t Golden” Mural and
explaining how students can use
art to raise their voices.

● Discuss  similarities between the
MW mural project and their
poster project- the mending
walls murals are like massive
posters (but are drawn on
buildings/walls) and they raise
awareness about important
society issues.

Instructional Strategies- 10 min
● Discuss mural, Mending Walls,

larger concepts
● What issues do you see in your

community that you care
about?
(Writing themes on board)

● Explain thumbnail sketches

Student independent practice/activity-
15 minutes
Students will create At least 1 visual
and 1 written component about a
social issue of their choice by making a
poster sketches and writing a word or
phrase related to their social issue

Checking for understanding/Closure –
5 minutes
Teacher will ask students “Can anyone
tell me what we’re making and why?
What is the significance of our poster?”
Teacher will collect art and encourage
student individual and collaborative
responsibility in cleaning up their tables

Day 3
Putting It All Together
(40 Min)

Hook- 5 min
● “Who remembers what art

project we’re making and can tell
our classmates who weren’t here



how we’re using art to raise our
voices?

● Recap themes (point out
“boards”)

Instructional Strategies- 5 minutes
Using differentiated instruction, teacher
will provide students various material
and technique options for creating their
posters and write/display the items on
the whiteboard for reference

● Folder Making
● Sorting and selecting gelli prints
● Demo- Sketch, colorize, cut out,

collage

Student independent practice/activity-
25 minutes
Students will continue drawing their
sketches from the previous class, as
well as decide on poster layout,
including cutting out shapes, adding
text, color, tools, type of paper, etc.

Checking for understanding/Closure –
5 minutes
Teacher will review key points of
lesson and ask students to recall main
points by asking the following
questions:  Does anyone remember
the community project we talked
about? Who remembers what social
justice is? How can  you use murals
and posters as a form of social justice
to raise our voices?

Day 4
Social Justice Poster Finale and
Reflection on Artmaking as a Class
(40 Min)

Hook- 5 min
● Teacher will reflect on the

student’s posters and affirm their
meaningful efforts; encouraging
them to finish their posters



● Ask students to call out social
causes they addressed or
others that come to mind?

Instructional strategies- 5 minutes
Teacher will continue discussion with
students about social causes and how
they can raise their voices by
communicating perspectives through
creative development of poster designs.
Teacher will ask “What is the purpose
of your poster and why does it matter?”
Looking at the posters around the room,
what are some of the themes” Teacher
will write these down on the board for
review

Student independent
practice/activity- 20 minutes
Students will continue working to
complete their posters.  For students
who do not complete their posters,

time will be allotted in the next few art
classes to give them time to do so.

Checking for understanding/Closure –
10 minutes
Exit ticket that reflects something they
learned from the lesson. Teacher will
say “After you finish cleaning your art
tables, please write down one thing
you learned from this project about
posters, collaboration, or social justice.
When you line up to leave, please stick
your note on the board.”  If there is
time, teacher will also ask volunteers
to share their thoughts about their
lesson learned.



VISUALIZING 
COMMUNITY:

A Collaborative Reflection on 
the Mending Walls Project 

11th & 12th Grade



VISUALIZING
COMMUNITY:
A Collaborative Reflection on the
Mending Walls Project
(Six 90-minute sessions)

Subject: Advanced computer art
students in 11th and 12th grade
students will work together to
creatively reflect on
community-engaged art practice,
demonstrating their ability to
engage with and understand
themselves, each other, and their
local community.

Big Idea: Reflecting on CBAE as a
way of understanding difference and
uplifting a community

● Key Concepts: Collaboration,
Community, Understanding

● Essential Questions: How is
art utilized to engage and
uplift communities? How
does collaborative artmaking
build solidarity within a
community?

Objectives / Learner Outcomes
● Students will learn about and

explore the Mending Walls
project to develop an
understanding of
community-engaged art
practice in their community.

● Students will break into
groups to creatively reflect on
one MW mural of their choice.
Their collaborative reflection
will result in a visual art
compilation of their
discoveries.

https://www.mendingwallsrva.com/walls-2


DAY 1
Let’s Talk
(90 minutes)

Objective: Students will develop an
understanding of
community-engaged art practice by
discussing and reflecting on the
ways the Mending Walls project has
been used to address community
issues. (History, Culture, and
Citizenship SOL)

Hook- 5 min
Interactive “quiz” (mentimeter.com)

● Asking the students
questions about engaging
with and understanding
community-engaged art and
facilitating brief discussion
between questions.

Instructional Input- 20 min
Interactive Presentation format
● Defining community-engaged

art practice
● Project Overview

Explaining what we’ll be going

for the next few classes,
step-by-step with examples

● Mending Walls Presentation-
Transitioning into an overview of
the MW project, browse
website, show a short video

Guided and Student/Independent
practice/Art activity- 60 min
● Exploring the 2021 Mending

Walls murals, visually reflecting
(in their journals) on the various
community issues the murals
address (Start with 10 min. per
mural; assess/add time as
needed) Criteria for Reflective
Activity.pdf

● Have students begin to think
about which mural they want to
choose, from the selection of
four options (the 2021 murals)

Closure- 5 min
● Informally- Having students

share what elements of the
Mending Walls project and/or
a particular mural resonated

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1LzbJm55dbnLiuUPaJJ45Wa8viIwNoHpaxT3ATWI_zqI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1LzbJm55dbnLiuUPaJJ45Wa8viIwNoHpaxT3ATWI_zqI/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15YyR3072gfEa9FyvSKY8hIRuuK5M5SEe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15YyR3072gfEa9FyvSKY8hIRuuK5M5SEe/view?usp=sharing


with them and why (at their
table groups and/or with me)

● Mention that Mural sign up
opens after class and will
continue at the start of
Thursday’s class

● Telling students to submit
their journal reflections by
end of next class

Assessment:
● Discussion

participation
● Journal reflection/

sketching

DAY 2
Let’s Explore
(90 minutes)

Objective: Students will form small
groups to research a select mural
that resonated with them (Creative
Process SOL).

Hook- 10 min
Kahoot! Refresher of Lesson One
concepts

Instructional Input- 10 min
● Quick recap of project-

o Today- Explaining
group sign up, role
assignments, and
research process

o Giving MW website
overview

Guided and Student/Independent
practice/Art activity- 60 min
● Mural sign-up-

Forming groups based on
the murals that resonated
with them
Self-assigning roles for
artist research or mural
research

● Mural deep dive- 50 min
(Computer lab if preferred)

Groups research into their
selected mural

https://www.mendingwallsrva.com/


● Listen to the podcast for their
mural individually, taking
notes/reflecting in their
journals about the artists or
the mural), key ideas
https://mendingwallspodcast.
buzzsprout.com/

● Reflective journaling,
sketching, note taking -
ongoing during research

● Begin identity mapping of
how they relate to the
Mending Walls project and/or
a particular mural that
resonated with them

Closure- 5 min
● Gathering in their groups to

discuss findings
● Telling students to submit

their journal reflections from
lesson 1

Assessment:
● Journal reflection/ sketching

o Research notes
o Process journaling-

reflection and personal
thoughts

DAY 3
Let’s Reflect
(90 minutes)

Objective: In their small groups,
students will reflect on their mural
research to determine the
components of their visual essay
(main idea, supporting evidence, and
impact of the mural).

Hook- 5 min.
Mentimeter survey post spring break
check-in

● How are you feeling? (To
gage where everyone is at
mentally)

● What do you remember? (See
what they remember about
the unit)

Instructional Input- 20 min

https://mendingwallspodcast.buzzsprout.com/
https://mendingwallspodcast.buzzsprout.com/


● Quick recap of project-
o Today- Explain the

visual essay project
and requirements

o Visual Essay Criteria
Adv Graphics VCU
Pracitcum Project
Criteria.pdf

o Final art piece Criteria
▪ Create a

reflective
collage esqu art
piece in
response to your
visual essay
component

o Final art piece
approaches
Adobe-dominant
Analog-dominant

Guided and Student/Independent
practice/Art activity- 60 min
● Group reflection on research

Revisiting identity maps as
a starting point to group
reflections
Share and discuss key
takeaways, personal
connections, and
commonalities 
Reflecting as a group on the
main things that stand out
to them to determine the
direction of their visual
essay

● Identify visual essay
components as a group (main
idea, supporting evidence, and
impact)

● Develop individual art pieces for
visual essay 

Sketch out ideas
Wordlisting

Closure- 5 min
● Individual check-ins with each

group- asking for a quick

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1owrA6dFoAt19DA_7UnY0_Pyhs8YiapUD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1owrA6dFoAt19DA_7UnY0_Pyhs8YiapUD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1owrA6dFoAt19DA_7UnY0_Pyhs8YiapUD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zTWPDQ7-M87hRrm_eheJIt0dIjVHVfuK/view?usp=sharing


run-down of their visual
essay outlines

● Telling students to submit
visual essay outlines to
Canvas

Assessment:
● Outline of visual essay criteria

DAY 4
Let’s Respond
(90 minutes)

Objective: Students will create their
individual reflective artboard piece
in response to their select mural
(Innovation in the Arts SOL).

Hook- 5 min
Mentimeter survey check-in to
gauge how students are feeling
about this project. Go to
www.menti.com

● How are you feeling in regard
to each of these statements?
On a scale of one to five, one
being strongly disagree and

five being strongly agree

Instructional Input- 10 min
● Quick recap of project
● Photoshop demo

Double Exposure Effect in
photoshop to utilize
Double Exposure Photoshop

Tutorial for BEGINNERS
(0:00-7:34 general idea)

Guided and Student/Independent
practice/Art activity- 70 min

● Develop individual art pieces
for visual essay 

o Compile research notes
and sketches

o Independent time to
work

● Getting tips pointers and
guidance 

Closure- 5 min
● Check-in for what to expect

next time

Assessment:
● Proof of ideation
● Progress on art piece

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWeiA4o16Hw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWeiA4o16Hw


DAY 5
Let’s Work
(90 minutes)

Objective: Students will continue
working on their individual reflective
artboard piece.

Hook- 5 min
● Ask what they remember

from last time? [Questions
about the project criteria)

● Group progress check (show
of hands)

Instructional Input- 10 min
● Recap of project
● Double Exposure Demo

(Redo)

Guided and Student/Independent
practice/Art activity- 60 min

● Working on reflective
artboard piece 

● Getting tips pointers and
guidance

o Progress checks-
One-on-one feedback

● Compiling all your process
work and such into  Google
Jamboard

Closure- 10 min
Regroup- Gathering back as a class
to discuss presentation prep

● Explain what to expect for
group presentations

○ compiling all your
process work and such
into a shared Google
Jamboard, which some
of you I know have
already started doing,
and designated
someone in your group
to briefly talk about
your mural during our
final class together.

● Confirm understanding
(Check-in/Questions)

Assessment:
o Progress on art pieces

Differentiated Instruction (if



applicable)
● Instructional hand-out of

project criteria
● Youtube tutorial

DAY 6
Let’s Celebrate
(90 minutes)

Objective: Students will analyze
how collaborative efforts can build
solidarity and trust through
collaborative discussion of their
group’s final piece(s)/visual essays
(Critical Thinking and
Communication SOL).

Instructional Input- 5 min
● Walk through the agenda for

the day
○ Presentation Demo

Independent practice/Art activity-
35 min

● Finalize Work
○ Continue working on

final collage esqu art

pieces
○ Planning out group

presentations
■ Finish compiling

process work
into Google
Jamboard, and
designate
spokesperson

Hook- 5 min
Let’s rewind, back to when I first
introduced you all to the MW Project
[show youtube video] Mending
Walls project aims to bring healing:
'We need to talk'

● This video highlights how it
started in 2020, as an
extension to BLM, but based
on what you've learned from
the 2021 murals you’ve
researched and reflected on,
how is it going now? How has
the project expanded beyond
it’s initial impact?

● Why is this important/ what
is the significance of this?

https://youtu.be/7Ss9Q1kmH_M
https://youtu.be/7Ss9Q1kmH_M
https://youtu.be/7Ss9Q1kmH_M


Guided Art activity- 35 min
Going through group presentations
as a class, the group spokesperson
will briefly discuss outlined points.
Teacher will ask some questions for
each group (“How did you
personally relate to the mural?
What resonated with you about
it?”), then have everyone respond
and discuss  as a class

● Groups Share- 5 min
(1 min each)

○ Each group briefly
talking about their
visual essay (choose a
spokesperson)

● Digital Gallery Walk- 30 min
(7 min each)

○ Digital Post-it board
with questions and
comments

■ Something that
was successful/
you enjoyed,
Something it

makes you think
of, or a question
you have about
the art pieces or
visual essay

○ Review of questions
and comments

Closure- 5 min
Class discussion/reflection about the
project (Mentimeter survey)

● (pros/cons) What did you
enjoy? What was frustrating?

● Overall takeaways? What you
learned from this project?

● Analyzing how this project
can build solidarity

Assessment:
● Group binders of process

work and slideshow
submissions of artwork on
Canvas

● Key takeaways about
collaborative community
engaged art



PERSONAL WORK

As an Artist/Teacher/Researcher,  passion, commitment, and empathy 

for others guide my psyche. I have been immersed in making art my 

entire life; creating and organizing artwork both in youth art classes 

and as an adult art teacher. As a Black woman who has experienced 

discrimination, and seen it affect those I love, I have a deeper under-

standing of how inequality can affect people. My experience with race 

has helped contribute to mypassion for social justice. 

As a human-centered designer and artist, passion, commitment, and empathy for 
others guide my psyche. My experiences as a Black woman have greatly shaped 
my creative work. With a passion for social justice, I’ve continuously sought out a 
deeper understanding of how inequality and discrimination affect people, which I 
strive to reflect in my artistic pratice. Being Immersed in artmaking my entire life. 
I’ve always been enthralled by the ability to convey deeper conceptual messages 
through art, often pertaining to the impact of race/racism, the power/strength of 
Black culture, and infusing the two to better understand the past, acknowledge the 
present, and  foster hope for the future. I see my artistic expression as a way to 
conceptualize injustice and communicate it to a broader audience. 



Mocko Jumbies
Oil on Canvas | 2020



Grandma and me though time
Oil on Canvas | 2020



The Weight We Carry: A Zombie History
Ceramics, Drugstore makeup, Kente cloth | 2020



Untold RVA
Digital Art, Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop | 2021

https://www.jazzybdesigns.com/untold-rva


Princesses
Digital Art, Adobe Photoshop  | 2022
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